
Why Atkins Values Intelligent Audit

50,000 Atkins employees worldwide 
use SAP Concur solutions and the 
business overall is seeing tangible 
benefits on VAT leakage, policy 
compliance and the number of people 
in the business doing non-value-adding 
activities such as receipt checking  
and receipt matching.

“�In�the�first�six�weeks�we�managed�
to prevent $9,000 worth of 
duplicate flights�that�would�have�
otherwise�been�processed,�so� 
that�was�a�really�good�catch� 
by�the�audit�service.”

  Ross Offer, Corporate Systems Director, Atkins3

Intelligent Audit provides a technological and human security net to catch 
fraudulent and uncompliant business spend. Using the combined force of 
artificial intelligence, machine learning and expert SAP Concur auditors, 
you can rapidly and accurately unearth trends that may indicate spend 
management issues.

Technological muscle: 94% of executives agree that advanced 
technologies can promote the quality of their audits.1

Configured according to your Travel and Expense policies, customisation 
means your own unique rules are followed to the letter and reclaim 
opportunities are maximised. An accelerated audit process unburdens  
staff of costly and time-consuming tasks, enabling them to focus  
on new business challenges. 

By introducing Intelligent Audit to your business, you drive value out of  
every spend policy, allowing you to grow and scale, safe in the knowledge  
that compliance is covered.

Just the Beginning to Utilising the Best of Both Worlds

We know that concerns about auditing processes weigh heavily on most 
businesses — and with good reason. Misuse, waste and non-compliant  
spend can severely damage the bottom line.

Intelligent Audit brings the power of human auditors  
and AI together to elimate this worry, giving you 
confidence that you’re conducting thorough 
checks without wasting valuable employee time.

It helps you keep processes moving quickly 
because every claim is checked, on average, 
in no more than 48 hours. 

And it means you’re getting started on the next 
stage of the journey to realising even more value 
from your SAP Concur solutions. Because SAP Concur solutions  
are for organisations that want to enhance the value they receive  
from their spend management system. 
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Delivering Value in Four Key Areas for Finance

Increased controls  
and compliance

Human auditors backed by AI help ensure your policies are 
adhered to and in line with your compliance requirements  
— ultimately providing peace of mind.

Smarter spend 
governance

SAP Concur auditors enforce your spend policy rules and 
guidelines based on the facts and evidence, no exceptions,  
to ensure proper spend while protecting your company’s  
bottom line.

Improved employee 
experience

With its 48 hour turnaround time, Intelligent Audit gives you  
a robust yet rapid audit process that helps employees get  
paid faster. Plus managers can sign off receipts without  
having to think about policy and compliance checks.

More opportunities 
for expansion and 
optimisation

Our 800+ expert auditors work in multiple languages  
in six global centres. They can help you audit spend around 
the world and give you the ability to scale your requirements  
immediately without increasing headcount.

Learn more: 10 Benefits of Concur Audit.

Aligning with Your Wider Business Priorities

The difference Intelligent Audit makes is why 98% of Intelligent Audit users renew their service.

We conducted a sample audit of anonymised client expense data.

On average, for companies without Intelligent Audit:2 

11% claims violate policy

23% claims don’t match receipt information

40% VAT calculations made incorrectly

76% receipts not viewed by managers  
before approving expenditure

The Value of  
Intelligent Audit
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https://www.concur.co.uk/casestudy/atkins?pid=print&cid=cetch_vos_audit_20211109
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